ORLANDO
TOUR DESCRIPTION

Kennedy Space Centre with Transport

DAYS OF
OPERATION

DURATION

Daily

General admission

Daily
except Sunday,
Christmas &
Thanksgiving

30 Minutes

One of the many highlights of your day will be the Shuttle
Launch Experience. You’ll also be able to view IMAX
movies, giving you a 3D look into what it’s like to walk on
the moon, and meet a veteran NASA astronaut all in the
same day.
Give yourself enough time to explore Space Shuttle
Atlantis! The world’s most comprehensive attraction
devoted to the space shuttle, Kennedy Space Centre
Visitor Complex’s new Space Shuttle Atlantis brings
visitors nose-to-nose with the priceless Atlantis
spacecraft as only astronauts have seen it before – with
payload bay doors open as if it were floating in space.

Wild Florida Airboat Tour
Prepare for the ride of a lifetime into the Central Florida
Everglades, cruise along the reed-filled rivers and explore
the swamps and marshes. These lush wetlands are
bursting with plant and animal life. More than 350 bird
species are found in this World Heritage Site, including
many wading birds such as herons and storks.
Check out the park’s tropical bird aviary and pay a visit to
some of the park’s residents. They are a woolly and wild
bunch: zebras, deer, water buffalo, watusi, emu and
wild boar.

1 Hour

The Orlando Sightseeing Flex Pass
Choose 2

Daily

General

Save Big on Orlando’s Best Attractions! See Orlando the
way you want to with LOTS of attractions included to
enjoy at your own pace.
Included Tours: Escape Game Orlando, Ripley's Believe it
or Not!
Titanic - The Artefact Exhibition, I-RIDE Trolley Hop on
Hop off - 7 Day Ticket, Camilla's Restaurant - All-YouCan-Eat buffet and many more.
Sightseeing options are to be used as a guideline only. Certain guided tours depart from central points and
additional charges may apply for pick up points located outside of the central points.
Important! Due to COVID-19 protocols, numbers are restricted on tours. Please take note that there may be tours
that are currently not operating or where days or times may have changed.
Please enquire directly with Thompsons for pricing and additional information. Standard terms & conditions apply.

